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“I appreciate getting things done quickly and efficiently. I often make mental calculations about 
what’s a good deal for the value and time spent.”

“I want to live. And every day, I want to go to bed with this good, tired feeling of, ‘Wow, today I really 
lived life.’”

“I like to be prepared for the future. I know I can’t plan for everything, but I’ll at least do my research 
and be as prepared as I can be.” 

Persona: Reese Matthews
Direct Consumer (Gen-C, Gig Economy)

Reese Matthews is the quintessential Gen-C. She grew up in Greensboro, N.C., where she graduated 
from high school, and then spent the summer working as an analyst at a local digital start-up where she 
was able to help code apps to earn some extra cash before heading to school at Virginia Tech. Reese 
studied Engineering, but took the opportunity to spend time in both India and Bangladesh during her 
studies. 

She left school before earning her baccalaureate to become a freelancer and pursue her passions – she 
makes money with Fiverr coding jobs and as an EatWith chef. Reese embarks on a 6-month hike of the 
Appalachian Trail with friends, but before leaving, she purchases a short-term policy from Aflac. 

Like with most of her purchases, she conducts her research online and then enrolls using her phone and 
only a few clicks one evening. It’s fast, it’s easy and it’s reliable coverage. 

Reese sets off on her hike, and all goes well until she slips and breaks her wrist. With the help of her 
Google Assistant, she has a doctor’s appointment waiting on her in the next town and she’s able to be 
seen quickly so the hikers can hit the trail again. She doesn’t even have to worry about filing her claim 
with Aflac – everything happens on the backend, behind the scenes. Her claim is paid before they even 
make it back to the trail. 

Reese is so satisfied with her experience that she decides to transition her short-term policy into a 
permanent one. 

She knew she’d be a hiker for life, but now, she’s an Aflac customer for life, too! 

About Reese

Name: Reese Matthews
Age: 25
Family: Single
Education: 2 years of 
college, paused pursuit of 
Computer Engineering 
degree at Virginia Tech 
Occupation: EatWith
host, Fiverr freelancer
Hobbies: Coding, 
Cooking and Hiking
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• Short-term coverage (can convert or extend)
• Flexible coverage options (with coverage for 

cutting-edge technology)
• Big-data-driven targeting
• Partnerships to reduce risk levels
• Integration with big data to reduce effort 

(i.e. electronic medical records)

Age16 65+

Income
$0 $200,000+

Very Low Very HighInsurance Experience

Familiarity with AflacVery Low Very High

Likelihood to Use Online ServicesVery Low Very High

Persona: Reese Matthews
Direct Consumer (Gen-C, Gig Economy)

• Passionate about living 
her best life

• Prepared
• Efficient
• Dedicated
• Intelligent
• Seen as impulsive
• Restless
• Empowered
• Joyful
• Fearless 

Capabilities Outlined in Journey Map 

My Attributes Characteristics

• Omni-channel
• Fully digital experience (including biometric login)
• 24/7 Service (i.e. Chat)
• Simplified enrollment (i.e. selfie and license scan)
• Dynamic underwriting driven by big data
• Real-time communication (i.e. text alerts)
• Electronic currency (i.e. Venmo, Bitcoin, etc.)
• Policy management via self-service 



Reese Matthews Consumer (Direct)
Age: 25 | Gen-C, Gig Economy

CHOOSING LIVING LEAVING

Awareness Evaluation Enrollment Claims Service In-Between Times Cancellation

• Finding out about supplemental insurance via word of mouth / from medical professionals /  
   from providers of major medical insurance

• Being made aware of Aflac via word of mouth / Google search / providers of major medical insurance

• Recognizing Aflac from TV advertising – permission to look into further

• Calling Aflac or putting contact details into form on website

• Calling major medical provider

• Assessing/seeking information on individual policies that seem relevant to establish whether they will meet coverage needs

• Undertaking cost/benefit analysis

• Calling reps from third-party call center or affiliate partners

• Looking at website

• Looking at materials provided by reps

• Answering questions via phone while rep reads questions and any corresponding regulatory verbiage

• Waiting for confirmation that application approved and coverage in place

• Waiting for policy documents to arrive

• Correcting mistakes on policy documents

• Providing payment information

• Seeking clarification on what forms to complete / how to complete them

• Seeking clarification on what supporting documentation is needed / how to get it

• Collecting supporting information/ documents

• Filling out claim forms – primarily online, with some offline activities 

• Trying to understand status of claim

• Resolving issues with customer service over the phone

• Waiting for payment

• Reviewing payment and following up if not as expected

• Contacting customer service with a wide variety of queries, issues, problems related to policies, coverage and/or claims

• May have first visited website to get answers to these questions and failed to do so

• Making changes to policy

• Inquiring about coverage

• Receiving premium notice (quarterly, semi-annually, annually)

• Remitting premium via check, ACH/draft or credit card (one-time payment or recurring draft)

• Changing payment info/method

•  For much of the time in the customer lifecycle, nothing much happens, just allowing existing policies to auto-renew

• But might have reason to review existing policies / consider other policies at some point – if, for example:

• They have a bad customer experience (most likely during enrollment and claims)

• They sense they are not getting value from their policies 

• They are reviewing/switching other health insurance policies and this triggers them to reconsider Supplemental  
   Insurance

•  Re-evaluating the relevance, value and affordability of their policies

• Calling/emailing rep (Aflac / third party) to withdraw their application (during enrollment) OR cancel their policy (post enrollment)

 

• I wonder if Aflac can help me/my situation?

• How do these products work/what do they do?

• How do they fit in with my major medical insurance?

• What are the benefits to me/my family?

• Will they protect me against unplanned expenses?

• Will they reduce the costs of planned expenses?

• Are they better value than existing insurance?

• Who else do I know that has this – what do they think about it?

 

• Which products/policies are right for me?

• How do they fit in with my major medical insurance?

• Will this individual policy:

• Meet my/my family’s needs?

• Cover the treatments/ procedures / scenarios I need it to?

• How much does it cost? 

• Is it worth it?

• Can I afford it (all)?

• How quickly can I use it?

• Can I get the same policy/benefits that I had through my employer?

• How long is this going to take?

• Have I done the right thing?

• Have I over-committed financially?

• Will I regret not getting all the policies being offered?

• Will my policy cover me for what I need?

• Will my policy reduce my out of pockets?

• Will my policy be good value?

• Has my application been accepted / approved?

• Am I covered now?

• When will my policy documents arrive?

• When will my payment be taken?

• How do I file a claim? 

• What forms/information do I need? 

• Where do I get it? 

• How do I submit it?

• Will Aflac accept alternative supporting information if I can’t get what they are asking for?

• Will Aflac honor my claim or will I have to make my case/do battle with them?

• How long will it take for them to pay me?

• What happens if they don’t pay me?

• That was easier / more difficult than I thought.

• My policy is giving me more / less value than I thought.

• Aflac has me covered, I can focus on getting better OR Aflac hasn’t covered me, how am I going to pay my bills?

• How long will I have to wait on hold?

• Will I miss the call back?

• How quickly will I get to speak to someone who can actually help?

• Will they understand what I am looking for?

• Will they resolve things in a satisfactory way?

• Will it be quicker/easier to get my question answered online?

• That was easier / more difficult than I thought.

• Will they keep their promises? 

• Will I have to follow up again?

• Did they get my payment?

• Is my coverage benefit worth the premium I’m paying?

 EITHER

• Not thinking at all!

OR

• Questioning the value of their policies:

• What policies do I have?

• What do they cover me for? 

• Are they worth the money? Am I getting value from them?

• Are there alternatives out there that will give me better value?

• Do I need to change anything / cancel anything / get anything new? 

• What else could I do with the money?

• Was it worth it (i.e. max payout vs. savings)?

• What else could I do with the money?

• What do I stand to lose vs. gain? 

• Will I live to regret it?

• Will Aflac do anything to make things better / persuade me to stay?

 

Confident because they have heard good things about Aflac 

 Curious, eager

• Interested to find out more

• Excited about potential benefits

Sense of vulnerability, uncertainty

• New, unknown product area

• Negative perceptions of insurance companies in general

Affected by a range of subconcious biases that drive decision making: 

• Availability Bias (My family has a history of cancer so I want to be covered.)

• Recency Bias (I had an accident a few months ago and I wasn’t able to work for a week. My aunt was telling me about Aflac  
  and that they will pay you.) 

• Regret Aversion (I know I might have to have surgery and if I don’t sign up I’ll regret it.)

• Anchoring on price (I felt comfortable because the price was so low.)

• Social Norming (My mom had it for her and her sisters when they were young. She says it’s good for you to have just in case.)

• Mindless choosing (I actually don’t really know what critical illness is. I just got it because it seemed the best one.)

• Overconfidence (I felt like I needed it so I just went ahead and did it. I didn’t think to ask any questions.)

Uncertain; cannot get answers to questions about specific policy benefits or rep fails to proactively mention what isn’t covered 
and/or wait times for coverage to be in effect

Reap immediate emotional rewards:

• Achievement: mission accomplished!

• Pride: done right by themselves and/or their family

• Relief: no longer at vulnerable / at risk

• Peace of mind: having a safety net takes the worry away

Can be residual sense of doubt:

• No clear idea of policy details / whether policy meets their needs

Can be frustration:

• If notice errors in policy documentation

Wide range of emotional states depending on the outcome of the claim process:

• Relieved, pleased

• Stressed, anxious

• Panicky, angry, let down, abandoned, exhausted

Wide range of emotional states depending on the nature of the inquiry: 

• Apprehensive

• Stressed, anxious

• Panicky, angry, let down, abandoned, exhausted

 EITHER

• Not feeling at all!

OR 

• Start to feel nagging doubt if concerned putting more in than getting out 

•  If questioning the value of their policies, may not be unhappy, but may have nagging doubt

• If made decision to cancel policies, tend to be in an unhappy, discontented state

• Failed Joiners: Recent joiners are vulnerable to attrition if they experience buyer’s remorse once they engage with details of policies and    
  realize coverage won’t meet needs – frustrated / disillusioned / deceived / regretful 

• Leavers: Longer-term customers are vulnerable to attrition if they have a negative claims experience (delays and/or denials) – frustrated /  
  stressed / punished / let down / word down

• Latent Leavers: Might be unhappy with Aflac, but may not want the hassle of closing the policies, so vulnerable to switching if something  
  better comes along – indifferent / unengaged

 Online search  Online search  Aflac rep (internal or third party representative) - phone/online  Aflac customer service (phone/chat)  Aflac customer service (phone/chat) Aflac advertising/marketing (tv, print, digital, social, experiential)  Aflac customer service (phone/chat)

 Medical and health insurance providers  Social and personal networks  Aflac website  Aflac website/MyAflac.com (policyholder portal)  Aflac website/MyAflac.com (policyholder portal) Policy documentation

Social and personal networks Aflac rep (internal or third party representative) Aflac mail/fax Alliance partner support center (third party) Aflac customer service (phone/chat)

Aflac website Aflac website  

Aflac advertising/marketing (tv, print, digital, social, experiential) Aflac advertising/marketing (tv, print, digital, social, experiential)

   Negative word of mouth; weak reputation raises risks/concerns re: Aflac

  Negative previous experience with insurance (regardless of type of coverage)

  Poor claims experience on other Aflac policies

  ‘Pounced on’ by overly eager sales reps after providing contact details online

  Dealing with personal situation that is stressful; looking for options; not yet ready to buy

  

  Limited to phone as primary channel  –detailed information more difficult to ‘take in’ over phone and can go over their heads

  Reps don’t provide personalized advice – left to own devices to decide which / whether policies will meet their coverage 
needs

  No access to / difficult to find / hard to understand information (e.g. on key policy benefits, terms and conditions) – creates 
confusion and uncertainty

  Reps cannot answer questions / do not answer them clearly / do not point out what is not covered

  Reps use jargon that inhibits understanding

  Struggle to find answers on website

  Lack of transparency on level of coverage / waiting periods – risk of unpleasant surprises

  Disengaged – don’t have a clear idea of what they are buying / whether policy will meet their coverage needs and 
expectations

   Disengaged – sign up without a clear idea of what they are buying / whether will meet their needs

  Long, laborious process to enrol (if sign up for multiple policies)

  Lack of communication from Aflac as to status of application 

  Policy documents don’t arrive in timely manner

  Uncertainty if coverage is effective

  Reps don’t explain waiting periods or other fine print

  Errors on policy documents

  Takes a lot of time and effort to get errors on policy documents corrected

  Failed joiners: Feeling lost in the labryinth of Aflac departments; approval processes vary by policy, creating uncertainty; issues took too much time  
    and effort to resolve; reconsidered value/buyers remorse; poor communication from Aflac (especially regarding payments)

  Lack of awareness when payment will be withdrawn

  Limited payment options/methods

  Time between application and issuance

  Initial payment does not draft until the coverage effective date, which can be 45+ days

  Limited understanding of Underwriting

  Lack of clarity around how the process works / what forms to fill in and where to find them / what documentation need to submit and how to get it

  Customer service fails to facilitate/support the process – reps hard to reach, unclear, unhelpful, unconcerned, unaccountable, don’t take responsibility,  
    inconsistent information/guidance

  Website fails to facilitate/support the process – information not readily available, hard to find, cannot answer questions

  Being forced to use mail/fax to send in documentation (vs being able to upload online) – requires more effort, slows down process

  Finding they have been timed out of online claims form

  Mobile app not intuitive to use

  Lack of flexibility in terms of information accepted in support of claim

  Poor communication / lack of information around status of claim and any next steps they need to take 

  Process takes longer / requires more effort than expected (processing delays, payment delays) and hard to find out why

  Don’t receive full reimbursement and hard to find out why

  Don’t realize One Day Pay only applies to certain policies/claims

  Don’t realize online claims process only applies to certain policies/claims

  Issues with perceived value for money vs. paying out of pocket (e.g. dental / vision)

 

  Difficult to get through to customer service / long wait times 

  Requesting callbacks to avoid staying on hold 

  Systems fail to support the reps – reps can’t provide satisfactory answers/information/guidance as not visible in the system

  Inconsistent answers / information / guidance to the same issue between reps

  Long, drawn out process to resolve an issue

  Onus on customer to resolve issues, Aflac reactive not proactive

  Lack of flexibility when solving customer problems

  Lack of clarity on who to contact for support, Aflac or the alliance partner they worked with

  Internal processes don’t align well with those on tight budget (i.e. payment options)

  Lack of communications, especially around payments

  No confirmation on payment transactions

  Unable to change payment informaiton online

  No real-time alert for payment issues

  Refunds only issued via paper check regardless of payment method

  Cannot remember what policies they have or what benefits they provide

  Have not filed / been reimbursed for any claims in preceding year / for entire lifetime of policy

  Not aware of and/or not using the Wellness benefit

  Taking customers for granted and letting go ‘without a fight’ – i.e. making no effort to stop them leaving

  Not asking questions about why they are leaving

  Not trying to fix problems

  Being unapologetic about what went wrong

  Not offering to review existing policies / checking utilization of existing policies

  Not offering alternative, more relevant products / plans 

  High mental availability of brand; reassuringly familiar in new, unknown product area

  Duck as brand icon; helps generate interest and emotional connection

  Positive word of mouth; strong reputation minimizes risks / concerns re: Aflac

  Positive previous experience; good claims experience on other Aflac policies drives loyalty

  Responsiveness; receive call back from Aflac promptly after providing contact details online

  Affordable policies/plans; something for every budget

  Reps provide personalized advice that helps them choose best products for their circumstances and avoid ones that aren’t  
 relevant to their circumstances or that cannot meet coverage needs

  Information (key policy benefits, terms and conditions) is readily available, provided without obligation and easy to 
understand

  Reps answer questions clearly and using laymen’s terms

  Reps email links to summary of policy benefits to review while on phone / in their own time

  Easy to find information on website

  Honest and transparent re level of coverage and waiting periods

  No-pressure selling

  Engaged – have a clear idea of what they are buying / confident will meet their coverage needs and expectations

  Engaged - sign up with a clear idea of what they are buying / confidence will meet their needs

  Rep (Aflac / third party) fills out paperwork with them over phone

  Questions are straightforward and easy to answer; they don’t ask repetitive questions or things they already know

  Reps clearly explain when their coverage begins (i.e. don’t have to wait for policy documents to arrive)

  Reps clearly explain waiting periods 

  Receive policy docs in timely manner with no errors

  Multi-channel flexibility

  Proactive notification of first draft payment

  Flexible payment options and methods

  Proactive notification of application status

  Immediate coverage at the point-of-sale

  Real-time/automated Underwriting

  Process is clear and know what forms need to fill in and where to find them / what documentation need to submit and how to get it before they start 
the process

Customer service facilitates/supports the process – easy to reach, clear, helpful, patient, go above and beyond, accountable, take responsibility, allies 
in the process

  Website facilitates/supports the process – information readily available, easy to find, answers questions (so don’t have to call)

  Online / mobile claims process intuitive / easy to learn

  Alerts/notifications about status and progress of claims

  Claims honored; if denied, the reasoning is clear and understandable

  One Day Pay if submit online, fast pay (within a week) if not online

  Aware of and making use of Wellness benefit

  Acceptable wait time before speaking to a rep 

  Systems support the reps – reps can provide satisfactory answers/information/guidance as visible in the system because the 
system is intelligent and guides them through problem-resolution, even offering next best action

  Consistent answers / information / guidance to the same issue between reps

  A quick, easy, smooth and pleasant process, Aflac proactive not reactive 

  Flexibility when solving customer problems

  Proactive notification of payments

  Online self-service for payment information

  Real-time alert for payment issues

  Refunds per original payment method

  Know what policies they have and what benefits they provide

  Filing and being reimbursed for claims 

  Aware of and using the Wellness benefit 

  If not aware of the Wellness benefit, finding out about it and filing retroactive claims 

   Conveying that customer is valued and not letting go ‘without a fight’ – i.e. making an effort to stop them leaving

  Asking questions about why they are leaving

  Trying to fix problems

  Being apologetic about what went wrong

  Offering to review existing policies / checking utilization of existing policies (e.g. making sure they know about wellness benefit)

  Offering alternative, more relevant products / plans 

  Brand health metrics

  Aflac.com site metrics 

  Social media sentiment 

 

  Brand health metrics

  Leads

  Lead conversion rate

  Third-party partner quality/success metrics

  Enrollment metrics (AP sold, declined, withdrawn, etc.)

  Loyalty monitor data

  Loyalty Monitor data   

  Claims operational/quality data

  Annual claims satisfaction data

  EFM data

  

  MyAflac/PHS adoption

  Customer Service Center operational/quality data

  Policy Services operational/quality data

  At-risk modeling

  Loyalty Monitor data

  Persistency

  Customer Service Center (CSC) operational/quality data (i.e. Save Desk)

  Persistency

  Policy Service data (i.e. 6-code letters and Aflac Always)

  Third-party partner quality/success metrics

DOING

What is the consumer 
doing or trying to do?

THINKING

What is the  
consumer thinking?  

FEELING

What is the  
consumer feeling?  

PAIN POINTS / 
DETRACTORS  

Which obstacles 
does the consumer 

encounter?

TOUCHPOINTS

What or who does the  
consumer interact with?

EMOTIONS

What emotions does  
the consumer experience?

OPPORTUNITIES / 
DELIGHTERS

What should Aflac focus on 
to help improve the

consumer’s experience?

KPI’S

What metrics will Aflac  
use to track progress?

External

Internal (Aflac)

Maintain brand awareness 
to remain top of mind

Focus on accuracy and 
transparent, real-time communication

Increase support options 
to decrease hold/wait times 
(i.e. Live Chat, text/SMS, etc.)

Ensure website provides relevant content 
and can answer critical questions 

about price and coverage

Provide decision support through technology 
as well as a best-in-class service center

Ensure reps go above and beyond 
to provide consistent, accurate service; 
Support with real-time communications

Frustrated (ends relationship)

Neutral

Stressed and anxious, 
but ultimately reassured

MOMENT OF TRUTH

Everyone is very nice, but they don’t 
always have the right answers for me. 
This isn’t as easy as it should be.

MOMENT OF TRUTH

I closed my policy because it was too 
confusing trying to work out what needed 
to be done and how/when to do it. 

Confused &
overwhelmed

MOMENT OF TRUTH

This is what I’m really paying for. It’s not
easy, and I’m confused about what I 
need to do to get paid. 

Proud, relieved,
potential nagging doubt

Determined, 
potentially overconfident

Curious
and Eager

MOMENT OF TRUTH

Mission accomplished! I’m glad I am no
longer vulnerable. I have peace of mind 
with this added protection. 
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Question Everything: 
Our Experience Pillars

USEFUL
Is there a reason to 

use this?
Does it serve 
a purpose?

Does it satisfy needs?

USEABLE
Is it intuitive?

Is it easy to use?
Is it accessible?

DESIRABLE
Is it pleasing 
aesthetically?

Is it differentiated?

SUSTAINABLE
Can it be 

maintained?
Can it evolve?

Can it be supported?
Can it scale?

Good UI design 
gives users a 
comprehensible 
sense of power 
that consistently 
helps them feel 
in control

–JIM NIELSEN

“ “
We believe the key to creating great experiences 
is asking the right questions along the way.
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RESPECTED
Show appreciation and 
respect for users and 
their time with simple 
and intuitive design and 
uncomplicated content. 

SECURE
Provide confidence to the 
user that their information 
is secure and protected 
as they  go through the 
buying experience.

ENGAGED
Make a typically boring 
and tedious task 
engaging and 
enjoyable for the user. 

FAMILIAR
Provide an experience 
that feels familiar and 
behaves in a predictable 
and intuitive way.

EMPOWERED
Users feel like they have 
the tools and information 
they need to make an 
informed decision. 

Creating the Ideal Experience for Aflac Users
How do we want users to feel when buying 
Aflac products?



Creating the Ideal Experience: 
Best Practices
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Best Practices & Key Takeaways
• Use a clear and prominent call to action on the 

homepage to guide users into the quote flow. 

• Use a step-by-step process and display limited fields at 
one time to reduce cognitive load. 

• Make call to actions obvious and intuitive.

• Implement a visual status bar to allow users to see and 
track completion of the process at all times.

• Use subtle micro-interactions to guide the user along in 
the process and keep engagement. 

Analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of your 

competitors provides us with a unique advantage to 
develop the ideal experience for your customers

Using Best 
Practices to Make 
Users Feel Seen. 

• Be transparent about pricing and how a quote is being 
calculated.

• Create a simplistic checkout form and guide users to 
next steps after completion.

• Use minimal and clean design to keep the user focused 
on the content and the flow.

• Product comparisons are shown so the user can 
quickly and easily see what is offered and make an 
educated choice.



Competitive Analysis
Best Practices in Action
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Keeping it Simple:
A Clean and Minimal 
Experience
• Utilize a simple and clean 

layout so the user can focus 
on content and the task at 
hand.

• Use simplified, user-friendly 
language.

• Use visuals and symbols to 
illustrate key information 
across to the user. 

• Embrace white space, but 
also use bright colors to call 
the user’s attention to key 
elements. 

© 2019
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Keeping it Simple:
A Clean and Minimal Experience



Call to Action:
Getting the User into a 
Flow
• Use large call to action area 

on landing page to dive user 
directly into the flow.

• Bright colors, large slash 
images, and obvious buttons.

• Can collect important 
information before diving the 
user into flow. 

• Avoid asking information that 
is too personal up front. 

© 2019
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Call to Action:
Getting the User into a Flow



Tracking Progress:
Letting the user know 
what to expect.
• Give the user a visual guide 

as to where they are in the 
process. 

• If broken into sections, 
visualize to show completion 
and let the user see what is 
upcoming. 

• Keep consistent on the page 
so user can always see where 
they are. 

© 2019
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Tracking Progress:
Letting the user know what to expect.



Info Gathering:
Getting to know your 
user.
• Info gathering is broken up into 

small steps, usually one question 
or a few related questions per 
screen.

• User has the ability to move 
forward or go back to edit. 

• Form length is kept short and with 
concise questions asked. 

• Be transparent with why personal 
questions need to be asked. 

• Icons, large buttons and clear 
labels are used in all forms.

© 2019
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Info Gathering:
Getting to know your user.
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Info Gathering:
Getting to know your user.



Comparing Options:
Helping the User Find 
Their Perfect Plan

• Product comparisons are 
displayed in easy to understand 
charts.

• Features available in each option 
are clearly delineated via columns 
and icons.

• The user can easily see what is 
available to them  and the 
associated prices so they can 
make the best decisions possible. 

© 2019
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Comparing Options:
Helping the User Find Their Perfect Plan



Time to Buy:
Creating a seamless 
checkout process
• Final price is prominently 

displayed. Breakdown of costs 
are clearly shown.

• Call to action (buy) button is the 
focus of the page

• No other info is displayed. User is 
funneled into purchase flow.

• Credit card form is simple with as 
few fields as possible. 

• User receives confirmation and 
next steps after payment.  

© 2019
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Time to Buy:
Creating a seamless checkout process



Following Up:
Beyond the Quote 
Flow
• If user drops off during flow, send 

a follow up via preferred contact 
method.

• Always save all information the 
user has entered so they can 
seamlessly pick up where they 
left off. 

• After checkout, guide the user 
into the next actions they can take 
as a new Aflac member!

© 2019
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Thank You!
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THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE
INTEGRATION WITH AMAZON



Purchase Kyack Scan Barcode on 
Physical Receipt

In-Store 
Checkout

Receive phyical reciept 
with barcode

Product 
Comparison

Product 
Selection

Cross-SellCross-Sell
Launch Aflac 

Accident Insurance 
Landing Page

Spouses Info
(Name, Sex, DOB)

Confirm InfoCustomer Info Driver’s License 
Capture

Customer 
Information

Complete 
Customer Info
(Phone, Email)

Select Coverage Me/Me&Spouse/Family

Payment Select Payment Option 
(Monthly/Annually

Credit Card 
Capture

Review Confirm Order
Read & Accept 

Terms & Conditions

Confimation Confirmation Page Email Notification

In-Store Buying Flow

Post-Store Aflac Accident Insurance Engagement & Buying Flow

Checkout Flow



PAYMENT OPTIONS
SILVER PLAN for YOU & YOUR SPOUSE

MONTLY 
PAYMENTS
$12.99

ONE ANNUAL 
PAYMENT 
$149.99

PAYMENT1 2 3 4

PAYMENT PLANS

PAYMENT METHOD

PAYMENT1 2 3 4

SILVER PLAN for YOU & YOUR SPOUSE

CREDIT CARD

AMAZON PAY

APPLE PAY

GOOGLE PAY

PAYPAL

PAYMENT OPTIONS

REVIEW & COMPLETE ORDER

PAYMENT METHOD

PAYMENT1 2 3 4

SILVER PLAN for YOU & YOUR SPOUSE

SCAN CREDIT CARD

CARD HOLDERS FULL NAME

CARD NUMBER

PINEXP DATE

PAYMENT METHOD

REVIEW & COMPLETE

JOHN SMITH
123 FORTH ST ANYTOWN, PA 19341

484.615.4532
john.smith@gmail.com

DOB: 02/06/74

YOUR INFORMATION

SILVER PLAN

$12.99/Month

Covering: You & Your Spouse

Billed on the 19th of every month

JANE SMITH

DOB: 02/06/74

YOUR SPOUSES INFORMATION

EDIT YOUR INFO

PLACE ORDER

REVIEW & PLACE ORDER

CREDIT CARD CAPTURE

THANK YOU!

SILVER PLAN

$12.99/Month

Covering: You & Your Spouse

Billed on the 19th of every month

EDIT YOUR INFO

APPLE

PROPERTY INSURANCE
CROSS-SELL PARTNERSHIP

GOOGLE

ORDER CONFIRMATION

ORDER CONFIRMED

You will received an email confirmation
as well. Please download the Aflac 
Mobile app to manage your plan 
information and view plan details.

Based on your purchase history, we 
might be able to recomment other 
products that might be of interest to 
you.

PLAN COVERAGE

COVERAGE1 2 4 5

SILVER PLAN

COVER 
ONLY ME

COVER ME & 
MY SPOUSE

COVER ME & 
MY SPOUSE &
CHILDREN

COVERAGE

YOUR INFO

INFO1 2 3 5

SILVER PLAN for YOU & YOUR SPOUSE

DRIVER’S LICENCE CAPTURE

FULL NAME

PHONE

EMAIL

STREET

STATE

PA
ZIP CODE

CUSTOMER INFO

DRIVER’S LICENCE CAPTURE

YOUR SPOUSES INFO

INFO1 2 3 5

SILVER PLAN for YOU & YOUR SPOUSE

FULL NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

GENDER

MALE FEMALE

REVIEW YOUR INFO

CUSTOMER INFO

REVIEW YOUR INFO

INFO1 2 3 5

SILVER PLAN for YOU & YOUR SPOUSE

JOHN SMITH

123 FORTH ST
ANYTOWN, PA !9341

484.615.4532
john.smith@gmail.com

DOB: 02/06/74

YOUR INFORMATION

JANE SMITH

DOB: 02/06/74

YOUR SPOUSES INFORMATION

EDIT YOUR INFO

CONTINUE TO PAYMENT

REVIEW INFO

Based on your recent purchase we 
think these accident plans will best 
suit your needs.

SELECT ACCIDENT PLANS

PRODUCTS1 3 4 5

COMPARE

GOLD PLAN
Starting at $12.99/Month
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Mauris 
faucibus ornare vestibulum. 

Plan Details

COMPARE

SILVER PLAN
Starting at $9.99/Month
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Mauris 
faucibus ornare vestibulum. 

Plan Details

PRODUCTS

SELECT ACCIDENT PLANS

PRODUCTS1 3 4 5

GOLD PLAN
Starting at $12.99/Month

SILVER PLAN
Starting at $9.99/Month
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Mauris 
faucibus ornare vestibulum. 

• Donec eu quam mauris
• Nulla vestibulum, diam nec 
• Vestibulum suscipit, massa tellus 
• Tempus mauris, sit amet imperdiet
• Donec eu quam mauris
• Nulla vestibulum, diam nec 
• Vestibulum suscipit, massa tellus 
• Tempus mauris, sit amet imperdiet 
• Donec eu quam mauris
• Nulla vestibulum, diam nec 
• Vestibulum suscipit, massa tellus 
• Tempus mauris, sit amet imperdiet  

PRODUCT DETAILS

SELECT ACCIDENT PLANS

PRODUCTS1 3 4 5

GOLD PLAN
Starting at $12.99/Month

SILVER PLAN
Starting at $9.99/Month
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Mauris 
faucibus ornare vestibulum. 

• Donec eu quam mauris
• Nulla vestibulum, diam nec 
• Vestibulum suscipit, massa tellus 
• Tempus mauris, sit amet imperdiet
• Donec eu quam mauris
• Nulla vestibulum, diam nec 
• Vestibulum suscipit, massa tellus 
• Tempus mauris, sit amet imperdiet 
• Donec eu quam mauris  

SELECT SILVER PLAN

PRODUCT SELECTION

Hi John! Congratulations 
on your new purchase

Dagger Zydeco 9.0 Kayak

Let’s get you set up with a plan that 
will cover you from head to toe!

WE ALL KNOW ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

GET STARTED!

https://www.aflac.com/individuals/def

12:30

PRO.         LIVE FOCUS            AUTO           SUPER SLOW MOTION            HYPERLAPSE            AREMOJI

SUCCESS!

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

12:30
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Aflac - Sales Portal User Journey -High Level

View Plan Details

Plan Detail

Product Detail and 

Plan selection

Product Detail

Choose Plan
Underwriting 

& Eligibility Questions

Eligibility

Address (with validation)

Confirm email

Confirm name

Phone number

DOB

Gender

SSN


Personal Info

Next Steps (member portal)

Product Suggestions

Order Review

Confirmation
Entry / Landing

Personalised based

on entry method

Landing Page

Compare different plans

Plan Comparison
Full Name

Email Address


Get Quote

Save / Auto Save



Can retrieve Quote 

with Pin

YesNo

Pin # 

Quote Info

Email

State

Age

Coverage

Billing Address

Payment (credit/debit)

eSignature

Member portal login

Verify documents


Billing

(If applicable)

Full Name

DOB

For each dependent

Dependent Info

View Quote 
& 

Plan

Return to last position 

in quote process.

Review Plan & Pricing

Rider Upsell

Order Review
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WIREFRAMES
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Landing Page
01

Depending on the user type and entry method this page will display a different 
layout and information. Configuration of user flow will depend on where this 
portal lives within Aflac.com or elsewhere. 

1

At this point, Google Analytics logs referral source and begins tracking user 
session. Tealium begins tracking click, scroll, field, etc. events. throughout entire 
sales portal experience through end.
Consideration for future - EIS does not save any user data until Details step 
(name, contact info) so is it possible for State and Age to be scroll/selections that 
are tagged instead of free text fields so that we do not lose the info entered on 
this page?

2

An <H1> header should be applied using Keywords that are relevant to the page 
content. The content should not be held within an images 

3

The content on this page should be unique to this page only and rendered before 
the find specific state information is loaded. 

9

Cross linking should be utilized in page to get the user to information they need to 
know quickly. 

10

Labels and landing page to be rendered from CMS8

State field is typeahead/autocomplete and will populate based on the users key 
entry. Opportunity for testing: Does State or Zip Code create more conversions? 

4

All fields are required. If user attempts to submit they receive validation errors. 
Opportunity for testing: What fields is the user most likely to fill out here to start 
quote process?

5

Options are: Myself, Myself and my spouse, Myself and my children, Myself, my 
spouse, and my children. Opportunity for testing: Is this field asking too much 
up front? Could we use symbols or images to make more engaging? 

6

When button is clicked, fields will validate. User cannot move forward without 
filling out this info. If all fields are populated, products will display on this page 
(Screen01.2) State and Age determine what products will display on the page. 
Coverage determines the pricing that is shown.

7

API call -> Product rate request to EIS7

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes

 
Analytics

 
SEO

 
UX Integration

 
Future

Annotations Legend



Landing Page with 
Products

01.2

User is able to change these fields and update. Products below will update and 
prices will change if applicable.

1

Data is saved to EIS server.2

Bullet points of product highlights to break down what is offered.5

Separate API call to EIS3

API call to EIS4

Available products are displayed based on age, location, and product availability. 
Starting price represents the coverage selected defaulted to base plan (lowest 
tier).

6

Takes user to the product details page (02) where they can select a plan.7

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes

8

1

5

6

7

2

3 4

 
Analytics

 
SEO

 
UX Integration

 
Future

Annotations Legend

Add < h2> tags to keyword rich paragraph headers, This content may not be 
available to search engines as defined in an earlier comment on this page

8



Product Detail
02

User is still able to change these fields and update. Plans below will update and 
prices will change if applicable. If current product is not available anymore, the 
user is alerted and redirected to 01.2 with applicable products. 

Bullet points of plan highlights to give the user a high level feel for the 
differences.

2

Get Details expands to reveal more information about plan so the user can make 
an informed decision. Opportunity for Testing: How much info do we need to 
show for the plans separate from the comparison page? Does the user want to 
dive that deep at this point? Should this be a single page?

3

Adds plan to the cart and starts the quote flow (04)

Takes user to comparison page (03)

EIS call

4

5

4

1

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Product Comparison
03

Expands to show more info for items in the row. Opportunity for testing: 
Explore what content needs to be shown on load vs expanded by user
at will.

When user scrolls, this row sticks to the top of the page, so user 
can see what column they are viewing at all times. For functionality 
example of this page see the Oscar comparison screen. 

2

Relevant use case of client side store.3

Bottom row is sticky to the bottom of the page so user can 
see price and make selection at all times.

When selected, takes user to buy flow (04) where they enter name and 
email to receive initial quote which will be saved for easy retrieval.

EIS call

4

5

Significant reworking of copy to use symbols and dollar amounts to 
convey benefits. Decrease the cognitive load as much as possible for 
the user.   

6

Opportunity to add Rider upsell on this page or right after?7
7

5

5

1

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Basic Information
04

Progress bar will show user where they are in the process and what to expect 
next. Can also be used as navigation to edit and update information already 
entered. Opportunity for testing: Test different navigation labels and design 
patterns of progress bar.

Good use case for Redux client side storage.

Once name and contact info is entered, this user receives a Customer number 
from EIS. At this point once name and contact info is received, this user is 
officially considered a lead and info should be passed from EIS>Salesforce.

2

3

All fields in buy flow are required and have proper validation. User cannot 
progress to next step unless all fields are properly filled out. 

4

User confirms agreement to ECC by continuing with button. Required by legal in 
order to email user and save information.

5

EIS service call to be identified.6

Customer service number is displayed at all times so user can pick up where 
they left off with a representative. We don't want them to fell locked into this 
process.

7

User should be able to schedule a call from an agent. They can pick date and 
time. 

7

User can navigate to previous screen at any time.8

At this time the user recieves a pin so they may retrieve their quote at any time. 
(expires in 30 days)

9

In the case of Critical Illness we need to ask about user’s tobacco habits here in 
order to see final price.

10

1

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Get Quote
05

As the user goes through this process, they are able to navigate back to any 
already completed step by clicking the corresponding dot or title in the progress 
bar. All information entered will auto save so they do not lose anything they have 
entered if they need to jump around in the process and edit info.

1

Links to Dependent Info (06)2

All information entered beyond this point is autosaved and the user can retrieve it 
via their pin.

3

Plan price will dynamically change depending on changes to coverage or add 
ons. 

4

Base Plan Price6

Sticky cart appears at this point with the product, plan, people to be covered, 
and price. This cart updates in real time if the user selects anything that affects 
the price of their coverage.

7

Links to 04 with previous information saved.8

Provide link to download (dynamic) pdf of full plan details. Opportunity to test: 
automatically include copy of PDF in email sent to customer with return URL. 
Test whether customers are more likely to return when email includes or does not 
include PDF.

10

User should be able to update and edit cart by selecting items to chage or 
delete. This action does not take them away from the current page they are on. 

9

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Dependent Info
06

All fields are required to continue to next step. An error message populates 
below missing fields in red if user tries to continue without filling out all required 
fields.

1

User must select the amount of dependents to be covered from dopdown first. A 
corresponding amount of fields populate below depending on the number the 
user enters. User does not have to press ENTER for fields to appear.

2

All fields are required and trigger an error message in red below the field if user 
tries to continue without filling out all fields.

3

Birthdate fields utilize date picker. 4

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Links to 05 with previous information saved.5

Links to Eligibility Questions (07).6

Age limit is 57 in some states so we need to figure out how to build the logic to 
display the right age based on state.

7

5

6



Eligibility
07

If the user selects NO, they can continue on to the next question.1 If the user selects NO, they can continue on to the next question.

If the user selects yes, they continue on to Eligibility Detailed (07.1) where they 
must select which individual they are referring to.

2

Links to next Eligibility question if the answer is NO. If user selects YES they 
cannot move to the next question until 07.1 is completed. 

3

All information entered on previous screens is autosaved.4

Cart updates covered individuals and price in real time if anyone becomes 
ineligible.

5

Links to Dependent Info (06) with all previous info saved.6

If applying for individual coverage, ask applicable version of the question that is 
specific to them only (do not display "or anyone to be covered.". If respond,Yes, 
they cannot continue further. Display other available products. 

7

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Eligibility Detailed
07.1

1

2

In case where dependents are included: If the user selects YES for any eligibility 
question, each member on the plan populates as shown below and they must 
select which member the "YES" answers applies to. If they select "NO", they 
continue with the other eligibility questions.

3

4

If the user selects any member on the plan, it is visually shown and explains why 
the member is no longer eligible. Once a dependent is deemed ineligible, the 
question reverts back to “NO” so the user may move forward. 

Links to next eligibility question until all questions have been answered "NO". A 
"YES" answer for any questions is a knockout question and would make an 
individual ineligible to be covered by the plan.

5 The cart is updated in real time if any member on the plan becomes ineligible.

6 When applicable, after the last question - before moving on - highlight the 
changes to coverage type and price "Based on your answers, xxx has changed 
to xxx and your monthly payment of $ has changed to $"

7 Further explore underwriting/eligibility UX to better understand how we want to 
treat the questions and answers when a dependent is not eligible

Server side persistence on each step

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Personal Info
08

1 All fields on this page are required and have validation.

2 If the user clicks this icon or text, a tooltip overlays below explaining why Aflac 
needs to collect SSN# and explaining security policies in place to protect their 
information.

3 This field is editable but populates based off information provided before the 
quote.

4 Default opt-in to electronic delivery of policy information. If user wants paper 
delivery we will prompt them to call in - "Go Green!"

5 Links to Order Review (09) page if all information has been populated above and 
box above this button has been checked.

6 Links to Eligibility page (07) with all previous selections saved.

7

7

Includes address validation to ensure address is correct. Will not prevent 
customer from continuing if address cannot be validated due to new 
construction. 

8

8

Explore simplifying this page either through UI or reducing fields. Opportunity to 
test: sequence of questions/fields (i.e. move SSN down, group information to be 
verified, like name and email, etc.)

9

9

Add note to indicate tat IDV will take place based on information provided on this 
screen (name, email, phone and home address).

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Order Review
09

1 If the user selects any riders, the cart to the right of this box automatically 
updates to show the rider, how much it costs, and updates the overall total cost. 
If they deselect a rider, the same happens to the cart in real time to show a 
decrease in price. If a rider requires additional underwriting questions, the user is 
shown these questions within the screen either inline or overlay so they never 
lose their place. 

4 Links to previous page: Personal Info (08) with all previous fields filled out.

5

5

8

User can review a very high level outline of their plan while being offered the 
option to add riders. That way they can easily see any gaps in coverage they’d 
like to fill. 

6

6

Cart is moved into the page at this point to make the flow feel like a checkout 
experience. The call to action button is able to move inline with pricing. In this 
view, if there are no riders or additional plans, so show the plan and final price. 
No need for subtotaling. 

8 Cart is moved into the page at this point to make the flow feel like a checkout 
experience. The call to action button is able to move inline with pricing. In this 
view, if there are no riders or additional plans, so show the plan and final price. 
No need for subtotaling. 

7

7

Opportunity for Testing: Where else in the flow can we upsell riders or other 
products? 

2 Links to Checkout page (10)

3 All information entered on previous screens autosaves.

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Checkout
10

1 Default setting is “YES”. If user selects "NO", additional fields populates 
below for billing address. Fields should be the same as “residential address” 
on previous page. 

4 Plan info, payment info, purchaser info saved to EIS.

2 User can enter card number, and system determines what type of card it is.

3 If the user clicks this hint icon or text, a pop-up appears giving them more 
details about the above required field. 

6 Links to PDF/another page with full document.

8 When clicked, this emails the documents to the user via the email address 
provided in 04. They recieve a visual confirmation of delivery and are 
prompted to acknowldege reciept (10.2).

9 When clicked, the documents display in page below this section and they 
are prompted to acknowledge reading via a checkbox. 

10 In page cart is still displayed with no call to action until the user finishes the 
required elements on the page. 

11 Links to Order Review (09)

11 UX of this page needs to be revisited. Opportunity for a workshop with 
UX and compliance/legal to work out ideal and compliant experience. 

7 API to Payment Gateway to display embedded iFrame for payment 
tokenization and payment validation 

5 Draft Date (which determines effective date) will be defaulted to next day, 
with option to choose up to 7 days later (limited date picker). 

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Checkout - Document 
Confirmation

10.2

1 User recieves confirmation notice that an email has been sent.  

2 When user selects the checkbox the account creation and esignature fields 
display (10.3)

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Checkout -eSignature
10.3

1 User is asked to create a username and password so they can access the 
member portal after their order is complete. 

2

3

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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User enters name as appears below.

If the user has checked the box above, created account info and typed their 
name, this button will display, process their payment and take them to 
Confirmation Page (11).



Confirmation
11

1 Displays a review of the order just placed. 

3 Other types of promoted Aflac products populate here, based off of the product 
that was purchased. User understands that this time the purchasing process will 
be much faster since we have all their info. Opportunity for Testing: language 
around upsell section.

4

4

How does the user journey look for someone who has already purchased a 
product and wants another? Quick Checkout flow. 

2 Guide the user into the member portal by letting them know what actions they 
can take. Once there, they do not need to log in again, and the experience is 
visually seamless.

Aflac Sales Flow Wireframes
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Help? 855-782-5850

Spouses Information

DOB: MM/DD/YYY

Age limit language goes here

First Name

Last Name

Please provide more details 
about your dependents, so we 
can refine your quote. 

2 31
BASIC INFO DEPENDENTS ELIGIBILITY

How many children 
do you have? 0

Next: Eligibility

<  Back to Basic Info Saved

$5.99Monthly Payment:

Covered: FamilyPlan CCancer



EDIT

Kelly Moles
Date of Birth: 08/22/1976

Spouses Information

BASIC INFO DEPENDENTS ELIGIBILITY

First Name

Last Name

DOB: MM/DD/YYY

First Name

Last Name

DOB: MM/DD/YYY

Age limit language goes here

How many children 
do you have? 2

Help? 855-782-5850

Next: Eligibility

<  Back to Basic Info Saved

$5.99Monthly Payment:

Covered: FamilyPlan CCancer





























CONSUMER  

24-48
49

23

Key
Great job. This initiative/solution meets many of the requirements and is likely to provide a well-received customer experience. 
Good work. This initiative/solution meets minimum requirements, but don’t stop here. Are there other expectations you can address? 
Try again. This initiative/solution does not meet the minimum customer experience requirements, and should be revised. 
For additional help, please contact CustomerCentricity@aflac.com.

Customer Centricity:
  

Understand our target consumer better than anyone else

Harness digital to enhance customer experiences and exceed expectations
Seamlessly integrate channels across sales and service
Reduce effort for customers when interacting with Aflac

Customer Service: 
 

Build a clear view of our target and their needs and incorporate into our decision making 
across all core strategies       

Creating the right solutions for the right customers       

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

CUSTOMER 
VALUE INDEX

  CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

VISION

Provide our customers with an effortless service experience 24/7 on device agnostic platforms  

Core Objectives: Growth, Efficiency and Experience

To drive toward the ideal customer experience, we must focus on: 

Vision: To be the No. 1 distributor of benefits solutions supporting the U.S. workforceVISION
2020

Intuitive:   I want my experience to meet my expectations
Independent:     I want to create my own path
Connected:     I want to engage with partners who share similar values to me

CUSTOMER
EXPECTATIONS I care about speed, accuracy and resolution when getting things doneEfficient:

Our customers expect every experience to align with these four principles. 

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9

9
3
3

3
3

9 9
9

Independent ConnectedIntuitiveEfficient

Helpful 
Accessible
Digitally Enabled
Productive 

E�ortless Visibility
Expected
Consistent 
Accurate 

Proactive

Customizable
Flexible

Authentic 
Respectful 
Responsive
Personal

Self-Su�cient 

TOTAL 45 36 24 24TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

We want next-generation consumers to shop with confidence and interact with ease when it comes to 
every aspect of doing business with Aflac.

To do this, each initiative/solution must address at least one of the following: 

To score your initiative/solution: Select all expectations that your initiative/solution will address across each of 
the four principles. You must address at least one expectation from each column. Total each column, then 
add the column totals together to determine the overall score. 

YOUR CX SCORE

E�cient

Intuitive

Independent

Connected

(129 max)
TOTAL

Functional Emotional
“I need you to be...”“I need the experience  to be...”

CONSUMER
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